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As humans increasingly dominate the material and
energetic dynamics of the biosphere, the growing 

ecological impact of our species compels us to manage the 
dynamics of natural systems on an unprecedented scale, in the
face of great uncertainty (Hannah et al. 1994, Vitousek et al.
1997, Sanderson et al. 2002, Imhoff et al. 2004). Moreover, our
dependence on the nonhuman biosphere is also global in
scope—indeed, the estimated economic value of global eco-
system services is comparable to that yielded by all human 
economic endeavors (Costanza et al. 1997). Thus, under-
standing factors that contribute to the resilience of ecologi-
cal systems—that is, the capacity of those systems to keep
functioning in the face of disturbance—is critical for devel-
oping a sustainable global human population and ensuring
human well-being (Gunderson 2000, Carpenter et al. 2001,
Folke et al. 2002, Wackernagel et al. 2002, Diaz et al. 2006).
However, ecological systems are remarkably dynamic, variable,
and complex, and the formulation of a general, operational
theory of ecological resilience, or even the delineation of
common means of measuring resilience across systems, has
proved difficult (Westman 1978, Holling and Allen 2002,
Allen et al. 2005).

Understanding resilience in ecological systems requires
an answer to the question, “Resilience of what to what?”
(Carpenter et al. 2001). Empirically, this means identifying the

relevant driving or structuring variables (e.g., phosphorus 
inputs, grazing pressures) that reinforce alternative states of
the system of interest (e.g., oligotrophic versus eutrophic
lake, grassland versus savanna), and the spatial and tempo-
ral scales over which those variables operate (Holling 1992,
Peterson et al. 1998, Carpenter et al. 2001). The system-
specific nature of definitions of resilience stresses the in-
evitability of surprise in the dynamics of complex ecosystems,
and much of the formative early work on resilience centered
on the development of a coherent general framework for
describing patterns (or cycles) of change and reorganization
in systems that are viewed as complex and, in some sense,
inherently unpredictable (Holling 1973, 1992,Westman 1978,
DeAngelis 1980, Gunderson 2000, Carpenter et al. 2001).
One of the hallmarks of the complexity of ecological systems,
and one of the primary impediments to developing a gener-
alized ecological theory, is the range of scales encompassed by
ecological phenomena (Holling 1992, Levin 1992, Peterson
et al. 1998).
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Managing ecosystems for resilience—the capacity to maintain function in response to perturbation—is among the most pressing ecological and 
socioeconomic imperatives of our time. The variability of biological and ecological systems at multiple scales in time and space makes this task even
more challenging, yet diverse ecological systems often display striking regularities. These regularities often take the form of scaling laws, which 
describe how the structure and function of the system change systematically with scale. In this article, we review recent work on the scaling of human
settlement sizes and fertility as well as the size distributions of forests. We demonstrate that systematic departures from expected ecological scaling 
relationships may indicate particular structuring processes (e.g., fire) or the perturbation and reorganization of ecosystems. In sum, we argue that 
scaling provides a powerful tool for understanding resilience and change in ecological systems.
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The importance of scale in ecology
Individual organisms span an amazing size range. The ratio
of the mass of a redwood or a blue whale to that of a bacterium
is approximately 1021. To put this ratio into perspective, it is
similar to the mass ratio of the moon to a typical human, that
of a human to a single cytochrome oxidase molecule, or that
of the known universe to our sun. The scales of ecological in-
teractions are yet broader, spanning approximately 30 orders
of magnitude in mass, from the smallest interacting mi-
crobes to the entire biosphere (~1.8 x 1019 grams). Thus,
understanding biodiversity and ecological complexity is
largely a matter of scale (Holling 1992, Levin 1992).

To a certain extent, the development of the conventional
biological–ecological hierarchy, from cells through organ-
isms, populations, communities, ecosystems, landscapes, and
the biosphere, is an attempt to organize the dizzying diver-
sity of ecological entities along an intuitive continuum, with
different processes and constraints applying at different lev-
els of organization. However, while the conventional levels of
organization are to some extent nested (e.g., populations are
made up of individuals, and the biosphere contains all land-
scapes), they are more properly defined as criteria for dis-
cerning the ecological entities and processes of interest, and
thus do not readily map onto a physical scale (Allen and
Hoekstra 1990, 1992). For example, the existence of com-
munities of invertebrates participating in complex food webs
within the leaves of pitcher plants (e.g., Sarracenia spp.; Buck-
ley et al. 2003) challenges the traditional position of individual
organisms (or in this case, plant organs) as “smaller” entities
than populations, communities, or ecosystems. What makes
the collections of invertebrates “communities” is not their size
but the fact that they are relatively discrete groups of inter-
acting species of interest to an ecologist.

The complexity of ecological systems thus results from
the interactions of many qualitatively distinct entities (i.e.,
from different levels in the biological hierarchy) and processes
across multiple scales in space and time (Holling 1992, Levin
1992, 1999, Peterson et al. 1998, Chave and Levin 2003). Fur-
thermore, it is hypothesized that these structuring processes
produce discontinuities in the structure of the system (e.g.,
in animal body-size distributions) that can be used both to
identify relevant structuring processes and to diagnose sys-
tem resilience (Holling 1992, Allen et al. 1999, 2005). How-
ever, despite their daunting complexity and variety, ecological
systems appear to exhibit striking regularities that 
often take the form of scaling laws (Peters 1980, Brown and
West 2000, Chave and Levin 2003, Ernest et al. 2003, Brown
et al. 2004, Kerkhoff and Enquist 2006).

From scale to scaling laws
Scaling laws are simply empirical generalizations describing
how some property of a system changes along one of the fun-
damental dimensions of the system. In the simplest case,
this dimension may be a fundamental physical dimension,
such as mass, length, or time. Alternatively, the dimension of
interest may be more specifically biological, such as the mean

population density of a species or the area of an island or habi-
tat patch. The best-known scaling laws in ecology are the well-
documented species–area relationship (Rosenzweig 1995)
and allometric relationships between organism size and var-
ious aspects of form, function, life history, and ecology (Pe-
ters 1983, Calder 1984, Schmidt-Nielsen 1984, Niklas 1994).
In both of these cases, the scaling laws typically take the form
of a power function,

Y = Y0M
b, (1)

where Y is the property of interest (e.g., metabolic rate,
species richness), M is the size of the observed entity along
the dimension of interest (e.g., organism body mass, island
or patch area), and Y0 and b are the scaling exponent and co-
efficient, respectively, which may be fitted from data or drawn
from theoretical expectations. Taking the logarithm of both
sides produces the equation for a straight line, log(Y) =
log(Y0) + [b • log(M)]. However, it is important to remem-
ber that despite the appearance of power laws as straight
lines in logarithmic space, these relationships are generally
nonlinear (except when the exponent is exactly 1). The log-
transformation is appropriate not just in the statistical sense
of normalizing variance; more important, it is necessary be-
cause most biological phenomena are fundamentally multi-
plicative processes, and it is their magnitude that matters.
When it comes to body mass, metabolic rate, habitat area, or
species richness, “How many times more?” is a more mean-
ingful, or at least a more linear, question than “How much
more?”

While power laws are often associated with complexity
arising from critical phenomena in self-organizing systems
(Milne 1998, Chave and Levin 2003), our treatment of scal-
ing laws here is more pragmatic and concrete. Scaling stud-
ies begin with the premise that, at some level of analysis,
ecological systems will exhibit strong, quantitative regulari-
ties, and that aspects of these regularities (e.g., the values of
scaling exponents) will be predictable on the basis of theo-
ries describing the relevant underlying processes (Brown and
West 2000). In general, ecological scaling relationships relate
to entities at a single level of organization, and the measured
variables are static, steady-state, or time averaged, rather than
dynamical. However, the dimensions of the variables are
context independent, continuous, and quantitative. Thus,
more often than not the goal is to establish empirically, and
sometimes to explain theoretically, how some variable of in-
terest (e.g., metabolism, variance in population density)
changes across entities (e.g., organisms, populations) that
vary by orders of magnitude in scale (e.g., in body mass, in
mean population density). Once established, scaling laws
can be used to generate further predictions (Peters 1983)
and hypotheses. Power laws are particularly interesting in
this light because they are “scale invariant”; that is, a change
in scale of the independent variable (e.g., M in equation 1)
preserves the functional form and statistical properties of
the original relationship. Thus, any particular example of
the system of interest can then be seen as a rescaled version
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of any other (Milne et al. 1992, West et al.
2001).

Scaling and resilience
While researchers addressing questions of
resilience have long acknowledged the
importance of scale, effective commu-
nication between them and those who
study scaling in ecological systems per
se has arguably been limited. Likewise,
scaling researchers often note the prag-
matic implications of their highly gen-
eralized results (Brown and West 2000),
but few have delved deeply into the prob-
lems of ecological resilience that face our
species (Peters 1980, Levin 1999, Calder
2000). In this article, we seek the common
ground between these two exciting re-
search areas. Because our experience lies
in the study of ecological scaling, we nec-
essarily focus on how knowledge of scal-
ing can inform the study of resilience.
Obviously, to be most useful, the flow of
information between the two fields must
eventually become a two-way street
(Allen et al. 2005).

Although studies of scaling and of re-
silience both highlight the importance
of scale in the development of general-
ized, predictive ecological theory, their underlying goals are
different. Resilience studies are largely concerned with the dy-
namics of particular systems, with how and why they change
state. Scaling, on the other hand, describes properties that ap-
ply across ensembles of systems (generally in steady state),
rather than any one system in particular. With its focus on the
complex dynamics of the particular, resilience highlights the
unpredictability of ecological systems, whereas scaling high-
lights the predictable characteristics that arise from a coarse-
grained view of ensembles of such systems. The two
approaches also differ in their concepts of scale. Studies of re-
silience generally treat scale in a discrete, hierarchical fashion,
seeking to delineate the particular scales at which different eco-
logical entities and processes influence the system. Scaling stud-
ies treat scale more continuously; the entities or processes are
generally held constant, and attention is given instead to how
their properties change with their magnitude (figure 1).

At first glance, it may appear that the resilience and scal-
ing research programs have sought to answer different ques-
tions. However, they share a common interest in ecological
theory and a common recognition that scale is a critical con-
sideration for understanding ecological systems. Despite the
differences described above, their common focus on scale pro-
vides an ample area of intersection and opportunities for
cross-pollination between these two fields of study. Our the-
sis is that ecological scaling relationships may serve as base-
lines or attractors describing the steady-state structure and

functioning of ecological systems; and, as a result, depar-
tures from scaling (i.e., the patterning or the magnitude of the
residual variation) may serve as indicators of the dispropor-
tionate influence of particular structuring processes and their
role in organizing, or reorganizing, the ecosystem.

To begin, we review some recent work highlighting the em-
pirical existence, ecological importance, and theoretical ba-
sis for very general scaling properties in a variety of ecological
systems, from plant communities to human populations. In
the context of adaptive management, ecological scaling rela-
tionships could, in the absence of data, become valuable
tools for estimating appropriately scaled ecosystem parame-
ters. As an example, we focus specifically on the self-thinning
or energetic equivalence rule (EER), which describes the re-
markable regularity of plant community size structure, and
the ability of this regularity to inform the study of resilience
and reorganization in forest systems. The broad generality of
the observed scaling relationships suggests that they are rel-
atively robust to differences in the particulars of site history,
plant life history, and environmental drivers. Here we ex-
plore the limits of this generality and their relationship to un-
derlying theoretical assumptions. Successional trajectories
following both natural and anthropogenic disturbances, as ex-
amples of ecosystem reorganization, provide support for the
view that the EER size distribution across plant communities
may act as an attractor, or at least a structural constraint, for
forest ecosystems.
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Figure 1. A qualitative comparison illustrating subtly different views of scale. (a)
Space-time diagram showing discrete domains of scale occupied by different vege-
tation entities in a forested landscape. In this perspective, qualitative variation in
structuring processes across the boundaries is of primary concern (adapted from
Holling 1992). (b) Because mass is proportional to volume (which is the cube of
length), consideration of mass per unit area can put several scaling relationships
into a similar space-time domain. Scaling studies are concerned primarily with
quantitative aspects of variation within the entities (block arrows), here exempli-
fied by the scaling relationship between leaf life span and leaf mass per area (data
from Wright et al. 2004), and between stand turnover time and standing biomass
per unit ground area (data from Cannell 1982). Both perspectives illustrate that
the domain of ecological variation, while large (these are logarithmic scales), is in
fact a highly constrained subset of the possible.



From 40-foot apes to forest dynamics: Ecological
scaling in human and natural systems
The recent resurgence of interest in scaling has produced
studies examining a variety of ecological and economic phe-
nomena. These studies have been amply reviewed elsewhere
(Stanley et al. 1996, Chave and Levin 2003, Brown et al.
2004). Here we discuss a few examples that highlight the po-
tential interface between research on scaling and research
on resilience. In particular, we focus on ecological scaling re-
lationships related to properties of whole populations and
communities in both human and natural systems.

Departures from scaling in human settlement size. Increas-
ing anthropogenic impacts are frequently the basis for con-
cern over ecosystem resilience (Folke et al. 1996, Levin 1999,
Gunderson 2000). Thus, it is critical to understand whether
and how regularities in human systems may constrain or
determine the magnitude of environmental impacts across
scales. Scaling approaches have proliferated in economics
and geography in parallel with their resurgence in ecology and
biology. In economics, global distributions of the size and eco-
nomic performance of firms, as well as their variability, ap-
pear to follow power-law scaling relationships (Stanley et al.
1996,Axtell 2001, Gabaix et al. 2003), with the number of firms
of size S (in either receipts or employees) falling off as a neg-
ative power of their size (i.e., NS = n0S

–α). Further, these scal-
ing relationships appear to be universal, in the sense that
they apply across firms despite enormous variation in the
goods and services provided and the means of production em-
ployed.

If economic performance is indicative of environmental im-
pact, this scaling relationship could be used to assess the pro-
portional environmental impact of multinational corporations
(which are enormous but relatively rare) versus small busi-
nesses (which are individually small but occur in huge num-
bers). The missing ingredient here is the scaling relationship,
if one exists, between firm size and environmental impact (e.g.,
total net carbon release as a function of firm size). If such a
relationship were to take the form of a power law—say, IS =
i0S

β, where IS is the impact of a firm of size S—then the 
total environmental impact of firms of size S is simply 
their number multiplied by their scaled impact: NSIS = 
n0i0S

β – α. Thus, if β > α, the environmental impact increases
more steeply with firm size than can be offset by the de-
crease in numbers, and larger economic entities produce dis-
proportionately large impacts. Conversely, if β < α, small
firms, in aggregate, have a larger impact. This simple exam-
ple, which uses scaling methods typical in studies of allom-
etry, is only meant to illustrate the utility of exploring scaling
relationships in socioeconomic systems to understand envi-
ronmental impacts.

Similar power-law relationships have long been shown
for the size distribution of human settlements. Indeed, it
was proposed long ago that the size of cities should decay as
the inverse of their rank within geopolitical regions, that is,
C = aR –b, where C is city size, R is its regional ranking, and

the coefficient and exponent describe the shape of the
rank–size distribution (Zipf 1949). Further, a simulation
model of city growth has been shown to produce patterns in
accordance with “Zipf ’s law” (Manrubia and Zanette 1998),
which suggests that relatively simple processes of growth
and migration may underlie this prevalent pattern. Still, it is
important to note that very different underlying processes may
in fact generate very similar macroscopic empirical patterns,
which argues for caution in the interpretation of scaling pat-
terns as diagnostic of particular processes (Keitt and Stanley
1998,Allen et al. 2001). In a study that explicitly considers both
scaling and resilience, Bessey (2002) demonstrates that while
a power law provides a good fit to aggregate data, especially
for the largest cities, regionally partitioned data for the United
States exhibit consistent departures from scaling (i.e., sys-
tematic residual variation), which Bessey attributes to hier-
archical structuring processes that differentially affect cities
over discrete ranges of scale. However, the identity of these
differential structuring processes is not directly addressed
(Bessey 2002).

The scaling of human fertility and energy use. Of course, the
explosive growth of the human population is the funda-
mental process fueling anthropogenic global change. As a
result, understanding the ecology of human fertility is arguably
one of the most important directions for applied global
change research. In an interesting recent contribution, Moses
and Brown (2003) take a scaling approach to explaining the
so-called demographic transition in which nations that attain
a threshold degree of affluence exhibit a precipitous drop in
domestic fertility. Their argument is based on the proposition
that, while the ability to acquire and process energy is no longer
a function of human physiological metabolic capacity, the re-
sulting extrametabolic resource demands still exert a power-
ful influence on the life histories of industrialized humans.
Based both on empirical data for mammals and on recent al-
lometric and life history theory (Charnov 2001), fertility (F,
births per female per year) should vary with metabolic rate
(B, watts [W]) as F = aB –1/3. Remarkably, this same rela-
tionship holds when the fertility of human societies is plot-
ted as a function of per capita power consumption (Moses and
Brown 2003). Moreover, not only is the exponent of the re-
lationship indistinguishable from that of the relationship for
mammals, but the extrapolated curve for modern nations ac-
curately fits data for primate fertility based on metabolic
power, including estimates for human hunter–gatherers and
preindustrial agriculturalists (figure 2). Effectively, based on
allometric expectations, a human in an energy-rich, affluent
society (the United States, Canada, or western Europe) exhibits
an energetic demand and fertility rate equivalent to that of a
primate weighing in excess of 40,000 kilograms (kg)—roughly
the size of a 40-foot gorilla. However, this theory does more
than explain King Kong’s attraction to Fay Wray, despite the
presence of many Skull Islanders. It also illustrates how an ap-
parently discrete and threshold-mediated change in the sys-
tem (the demographic transition) can, under appropriate
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transformation, be usefully seen as a scaling con-
tinuum (figure 2). At the very least, visualizing
each person in the United States, Canada, and the
European Union as a 40,000-kg primate pro-
vides a powerful image for understanding the
scale of our impact on the environment and the
energy throughput that sustains it.

Implications of scaling in human systems for
resilience and adaptive management. The study
of resilience is fundamentally motivated by the
concerns of natural resource management. As
such, its system of concern does not stop at the
wilderness boundary, but instead encompasses
the coupled dynamics of natural systems and
the human socioeconomic institutions that in-
teract with them (Folke et al. 1996). The need for
management strategies that are themselves re-
silient (i.e., strategies that protect the ecological
system and are robust to large, sometimes sur-
prising changes in the system) has led to the de-
velopment of adaptive management (Gunderson
2000). In contrast with standard “command and
control”methods of resource management, adap-
tive management views policies as hypotheses
rather than answers, and thus management ac-
tions become experimental treatments that in-
form the rearticulation and improvement of
new policies.

In the absence of sufficient hard data, adaptive
management calls for the generation of hy-
potheses based on the best available science. Even at this
most pragmatic level, scaling may inform the study of re-
silience. For example, Calder (2000) illustrates the use of
scaling laws to derive surrogate values in the face of uncertainty
as a powerful tool for adaptive management in species con-
servation. Specifically, he describes a three-step process: (1)
derivation of the broadest possible scaling relationships from
empirical data, (2) prediction from the empirical relationships,
and (3) fine-tuning predictions on the basis of departures from
scaling (Calder 2000). Calder illustrates this practice by pre-
dicting population recovery times for a threatened species. The
allometric scaling of population doubling time is well estab-
lished (step 1), and it can be used to predict the recovery time
of a threatened species under protective management (step
2). These predictions can be significantly improved, however,
if the manager takes into account how the species or its close
relatives depart from scaling relationships (step 3). For ex-
ample, simply knowing that the gestation time and time to
maturity for a blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) are 77%
and 81% shorter, respectively, than expected from allometry
(i.e., the species has a negative residual in both allometries)
allows Calder to predict population doubling time to within
25% of estimates drawn from empirical harvest curves. With-
out taking departures from scaling into account, the allometric
estimate of doubling time is approximately 85% too long. Fur-

thermore, such departures from scaling generate hypotheses
about the underlying ecological and evolutionary forces at
work. For instance, the reduced gestation time for B. muscu-
lus (335 days, as opposed to an allometric prediction of 1446
days) may be an adaptation to the Earth’s orbital cycle.

Our thesis here echoes Calder’s in the broader context of
the management of wild and anthropogenically influenced
ecological systems. The demographic transition described
above provides interesting ground for exploring this thesis.
Consider the oft-noted quandary: The management goal of
zero population growth cannot be reached by raising the
standard of living of populations in less-developed coun-
tries, because the energetic throughput of those populations
would also rise, requiring the resources of a few more Earths
(Vitousek et al. 1997, Wackernagel et al. 2002, Moses and
Brown 2003, Imhoff et al. 2004). Thus, the demographic
transition will not solve the problem of human population
growth. While the ecological and economic processes un-
derlying the demographic transition remain an open ques-
tion, Moses and Brown’s results suggest that any complete
explanation must account for the energetic life-history trade-
offs inherent in a postindustrial lifestyle.

Here we put forward the notion that the scaling of fertil-
ity with energy use provides a baseline for understanding vari-
ation in human demography, and that residual variation
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Figure 2. Fertility rates for humans (modern nations; black circles), non-
human primates (shaded triangles), and nonprimate mammals (open 
triangles) as a function of metabolic and, in the case of modern humans,
extrametabolic power. Remarkably, nonhuman primates appear to fall
along the same power–fertility continuum as modern humans in terms of
per capita energy consumption (for humans, mostly fossil fuels; lower re-
gression line, dashed where extended beyond the range of human data).
This result has important implications for understanding the demographic
transition, which is often described as a discontinuous process. The inset 
illustrates the demographic transition by plotting the same power–fertility
data on arithmetic axes (data from Moses and Brown 2003).



around scaling law could prove to be quite useful informa-
tion for the management of human impacts. In the context
of adaptive management, useful socioeconomic policy guide-
lines (i.e., hypotheses) should not necessarily be sought in 
nations with low absolute fertility, but rather in those with low
residual fertility, adjusted for per capita power consump-
tion. Moreover, the largest positive outliers (the oil-
producing states of the Middle East) may provide contrast-
ing hypotheses regarding the social and economic factors
that may cause reductions in fertility rates to lag behind
rapid increases in energy consumption. These hypotheses
could be tested by compiling more historical data, and then
used to calibrate future population projections.

Of course, this incredibly complex problem cannot sim-
ply be reduced to the energetics of fertility. However, analy-
ses of residual (energy-adjusted) fertility and other economic
or social indicators (e.g., literacy, immigration and emigra-
tion rates, the Gini coefficient of income inequality, and
other indicators of human well-being) could enable better un-
derstanding of changing human life histories in a rapidly
industrializing and urbanizing world. At this point, such an
approach is necessarily speculative, because with human sys-
tems, we are still largely at the first step of Calder’s process:
deriving robust scaling relationships for human systems and
their environmental impacts. Still, we maintain that such
scaling laws can usefully inform adaptive management of
human impacts, just as allometric scaling laws can provide sur-
rogate estimates for biological rates and times in the absence
of available data.

Scaling in plant populations and communities. Like other taxa,
land plants exhibit regular allometric variation in form and
function with changes in size (Niklas 1994). The fundamen-
tal assumption underlying many ecological scaling approaches
is that these allometric constraints at the level of the individual
have critical implications for the structure and dynamics of
populations, ecological communities, and ecosystems (Enquist
et al. 2003, Kerkhoff et al. 2005, Kerkhoff and Enquist 2006).
In this section, we ask whether (and how) strong regularities
in plant population and community size structure can be used
as diagnostic tools in the study of ecological resilience.

The long-acknowledged self-thinning law in plant popu-
lations describes the regular decrease in plant population
density as its members increase in size (Yoda et al. 1963,
Weller 1987). Enquist and colleagues (1998) proposed a sim-
ple model to explain how self-thinning patterns could emerge
from individual plant allometries. They assumed, first, that
all individuals share a common allometry of resource use,
which is proportional to metabolic rate (B), where B is pro-
portional to (∝) mass raised to the 3/4 power (M 3/4); and, sec-
ond, that all individuals in the population compete for
limiting resources such that, in steady state, the rate of resource
use approximates that of resource supply (R). It follows that
the maximum number of individuals, Nmax, that can be sup-
ported per unit area is related to the average whole plant
size as Nmax ∝ R(M –3/4). Traditionally, in studies of thinning,

plant mass is plotted as a function of population density, so
the prediction corresponds to M ∝ Nmax

–4/3 (Enquist et al.
1998).

The inverse power-law scaling of population density with
biomass (as N ∝ M–3/4) has also been widely documented in
mixed-species communities of both plants and animals
(Damuth 1981, Blackburn et al. 1993, Allen et al. 2002). This
is particularly interesting because the scaling of density is the
inverse of that of metabolic rate (B ∝ M 3/4), which implies
that the total energy consumed by a species per unit area is
invariant with body size (NB ∝ M – 3/4M 3/4 ∝ M 0), consistent
with the EER. In fact, Allen and colleagues (2002) have gone
so far as to estimate the average energetic flux density of a
species as approximately 80 W per square kilometer, regard-
less of body size or phylogenetic affiliation.

Here we focus on forest communities, and as tree mass is
impractical to measure, tree size generally refers to stem 
diameter (D). The plant allometric theory predicts, and em-
pirical data broadly document, that plant mass is proportional
to the 8/3 power of diameter (West et al. 1999). Thus, the 
EER size distribution becomes N ∝ D –2. This tight coupling
between the size, abundance, and (through metabolism)
productivity may offer considerable insights into the mech-
anisms structuring ecological communities in general 
(Enquist and Niklas 2001, Allen et al. 2002, Ernest et al. 2003,
Kerkhoff et al. 2005, Kerkhoff and Enquist 2006).

If the shared values of allometric constants and exponents
reflect fundamental similarities among plant taxa, they should
provide a powerful constraint on community size–density dis-
tributions (Enquist and Niklas 2001, Niklas et al. 2003, Kerk-
hoff and Enquist 2006). It is important to note that in
mixed-species communities, the EER (N ∝ D –2) size density
distribution is only strictly expected for an “allometrically
ideal”plant community at equilibrium (Kerkhoff and Enquist
2006). That is, all individuals must follow the same allo-
metric rules, and total resource use must be in steady state with
rates of supply, as in the case of the self-thinning model 
described above. Further, the community as a whole must be
in a demographic steady state, with recruitment and growth
continuously offset by mortality. Thus, many, if not most, eco-
logically interesting dynamics (e.g., competitive size hier-
archies, episodic recruitment, or disturbance) should produce
systematic deviations away from the EER size distribution
(Coomes et al. 2003, Niklas et al. 2003, Kerkhoff and Enquist
2006). In accordance with our thesis, these deviations may 
be diagnostic of community reorganization and may thus 
be useful for understanding (and managing for) ecosystem 
resilience.

Enquist and Niklas (2001) examined within-site size dis-
tributions using macroecological data collected from more
than 220 forest communities (Phillips and Miller 2002),
ranging from near-monospecific stands to some of the most
diverse forests on Earth. Although local size distribution ex-
ponents varied, they clustered around –2, in general agreement
with the EER prediction (figure 3). Further, variation in the
exponent was biogeographically structured; higher-latitude
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forests with lower species richness tended to exhibit shallower
(i.e., less negative) exponents (Enquist and Niklas 2001). Be-
cause many temperate and boreal forests regenerate through
episodic recruitment of discrete cohorts, these forests would
be expected to exhibit a dearth of small individuals and po-
tentially reduced thinning in the larger cohorts, which could
produce the shallower exponent characteristic of these com-
munities (figure 3). Indeed, a more systematic analysis of
variation in the size distributions (Niklas et al. 2003) re-
vealed that the parameters of the size distributions (the co-
efficients and exponents) are significantly correlated with
maximum stem diameter and total stem density. Specifically,
the scaling exponent becomes shallower (less negative) as
total density decreases and as maximum diameter increases
(Niklas et al. 2003). A decrease in total density coupled with
an increase in maximum size implies a community-level,
successional thinning process, and the authors suggest 

that the shape of the size distribution (i.e., its exponent)
may thus provide a general indicator of time since 
disturbance.

This scenario leads naturally to the hypothesis that if
the processes limiting recruitment are somehow removed
from the system, the forest size structure will converge 
toward the EER expectation. We tested this hypothesis 
using data from an old-growth Pinus ponderosa forest in
northern Arizona that has been repeatedly measured
since 1920 (Biondi et al. 1994). Before European settle-
ment, this vegetation type was controlled by high-
frequency, low-intensity ground fires, and stands were
characterized by an open mosaic structure dominated by
mature, fire-resistant trees, with little understory vege-
tation. With the introduction of grazing and active fire
suppression in the early part of the 20th century, re-
cruitment of P. ponderosa has been less sporadic, and the
increased fuel load has led to a more catastrophic, crown-
fire disturbance regime (Savage and Swetnam 1990).

In accordance with our hypothesis, with the elimina-
tion of recruitment limitation by fire, the size structure of the
forest appears to become steeper over time (figure 4). Inter-
estingly, more qualitative aspects of the size distribution also
appear to change in response to fire suppression. Specifi-
cally, in 1920, the distribution appears more discontinuous,
possibly bimodal, with reduced numbers of individuals in the
approximately 20- to 40-centimeter size range. Presumably,
the gap in the distribution is related to the ground fire return
interval over the extent of the study area. Under fire sup-
pression, growth and recruitment appear to fill in the gap af-
ter 1920, resulting in a more continuous size distribution.
Thus, systematic departures from scaling (both the shallow
exponent and the structural size gap observed in 1920) ap-
pear to be the signature of a natural structuring process
(ground fire), which in this case limits recruitment. This ob-
servation is in accordance with Holling’s (1992) textural dis-
continuity hypothesis, but here we find a structural gap
among individuals rather than among species.
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Figure 3. Size distribution exponents for 226 0.1-hectare forest
plots collected in the Gentry database (Phillips and Miller 2002),
plotted as a function of species richness. The horizontal line is the
energetic equivalence rule prediction of –2. Deviations at low rich-
ness are principally due to high-elevation and high-latitude sites.

Figure 4. Changes in the size distribution for a Pinus ponderosa forest in northern Arizona, from 1920 (at the dawn of
active fire suppression) to 1990. With the suppression of fire, the size distribution exponent becomes steeper, approaching
the energetic equivalence rule prediction of –2. Furthermore, the distribution shifts from clearly bimodal to more contin-
uous, perhaps reflecting the relaxation of cohort dynamics that results from the typical fire return interval (data from
Biondi et al. 1994).



The hypothesis that disturbance generates systematic de-
viations from allometrically derived size distributions provides
a link between the dynamics of ecosystems and their scaling
properties. While the analyses presented above are com-
pelling, secondary successional trajectories provide another,
more direct test of this hypothesis. We examined data for the
mean tree size (D) and total stem density for disturbed and
undisturbed plots of lowland forests in Nicaragua (Boucher
et al. 2000) and Quercus-dominated forests in Costa Rica
(Kappelle 1995). For reference, we also include data from a
large compendium of forest plot data (Cannell 1982). For this
comparative analysis, we plot stem density as a function of
mean stem diameter. For such “cross-community” size dis-
tributions, stem density should vary inversely with mean di-
ameter, but the shape of the relationship will depend on the
largest and smallest sizes included in the samples, as well as
on variation in the parameters of the size distribution among
sites (Niklas et al. 2003).

Because sampling protocols most likely varied widely
among the sites presented here, and because the parameters
of the size distribution vary systematically with stem density,
no quantitative expectation for the parameters of this rela-
tionship can be put forward at this point. However, it is in-
teresting to note that the EER distribution appears to provide
a reasonable upper boundary for the Cannell (1982) data, es-
pecially at higher mean diameters, which generally occur in
more mature forests (figure 5). Forests from both locales
support the hypothesis that disturbance is manifested in the

scaling properties of forest size structure. More disturbed
sites lie farther from the mass of the Cannell data, and less dis-
turbed sites appear to converge toward these data and toward
the EER constraint line. The postagricultural sites in Nicaragua
appear to be perturbed further from the undisturbed state than
the posthurricane sites (figure 5), which implies that agri-
cultural clearing is more thoroughgoing in its effects than hur-
ricane disturbance (Boucher et al. 2000).

While further analyses of this kind are obviously necessary,
these results suggest that the EER expectation may act as a
steady-state attractor for the size structure across very different
forest communities. Of course, whether this attractor repre-
sents a healthy, desirable state for the ecosystem (as in the Costa
Rican and Nicaraguan examples) or a pathological one (as in
the case of the Arizonan pine forests) depends on the system.
However, in either case, the model may provide a useful
framework for understanding ecosystem dynamics, because
violation of various assumptions in the model should lead to
systematic, quantitative deviations from the expected scaling
relationship.

Implications for the resilience of ecosystems. Although these
results are interesting, in the context of plant community 
resilience they may generate more questions than answers. In
particular, we wish to highlight three critical open questions.
The first has to do with the timescales and trajectory of com-
munity reorganization: If community-level scaling relation-
ships do represent structural attractors to the system, what

determines the speed and direction of approach?
Second, how can studies of scaling and resilience
address variability, which is of critical concern for
understanding ecological change? Many scaling
studies deal only with the equilibrium, average
state of the system of interest; what can they say
about variance and covariance? Finally, echoing
a question common to any attempt at general-
ized theory in ecology, if all of these different
communities converge toward a similar structural
state, what is the implication for biodiversity?
Does scaling offer any insights on the role that
species’ ecologies play in the resilience of ecosys-
tems? We do not seek to answer these questions
here; instead, we bring them up as the basis for
future work.

Ecological resilience measures the capacity of
a system to maintain function in the face of dis-
turbance, a dynamical property of ecosystems
that depends on both the trajectory and the rate
of change through time (Holling 1973, West-
man 1978, DeAngelis 1980, Gunderson 2000,
Carpenter et al. 2001, Holling and Allen 2002,
Allen et al. 2005). In the secondary-succession ex-
amples discussed above (figure 5), the resilience
of a system might be measured by the disturbance
(e.g., tree removal) required for the system to be
attracted to another part of the scaling law, or to
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Figure 5. A cross-site comparison of stem density as a function of mean stem
diameter, showing data from stands in Nicaragua (triangles; Boucher et al.
2000) and Costa Rica (diamonds; Kappelle 1995). Shading represents differ-
ent degrees of disturbance (Nicaragua) or stages of succession (Costa Rica).
Gray circles are reference data (Cannell 1982), and the line is the energetic
equivalence rule (EER) prediction of –2, plotted here for reference. Note that
more disturbed sites (white and gray symbols) tend to lie farther from the
centroid of the data, for which the EER line appears to represent a reason-
able constraint.



an entirely different attractor. A distinct but related dynam-
ical property of ecosystems, termed “engineering resilience,”
is the return time of the system to its steady, or equilibrium,
state. The size structure of the forests in Costa Rica had re-
covered after only about 50 years (Kappelle 1995). Is this fast
or slow? What determines the return time, and what would
influence it in other systems (Westman 1978)? 

While an enormous number of factors can easily come into
play, variation in primary productivity is almost certainly
relevant for plant communities. Because primary productivity
is an integration of individual plant assimilation and growth,
allometry suggests that the speed, and to some extent the tra-
jectory, of system recovery will be very sensitive to the size
structure of the surviving individuals immediately following
disturbance, as well as the size structure of the system at its
equilibrium (Niklas et al. 2003, Kerkhoff and Enquist 2006).
Large individuals may provide a critically important source
of propagules (Greene and Johnson 1994, Niklas and Enquist
2003) and may play a role in either competitively suppress-
ing or ameliorating the environment of smaller individuals.
However, the same amount of standing biomass distributed
among smaller individuals is likely to generate much higher
productivity per unit biomass. The EER size distribution 
itself presents an interesting case in this regard, because un-
der the EER, productivity does not vary systematically with
size. Thus, it results in a high degree of functional redundancy
across size classes, which may enhance resilience (Peterson et
al. 1998, Walker et al. 1999, Allen et al. 2005). From a man-
agement perspective, it would be particularly relevant to
know whether extractive plant resource systems are more
resilient when harvests thin the community but systematically
maintain the size structure.

Because resilience is related to the degree of perturbation
that is in some sense tolerable to a system, modeling the ex-
pected levels of ecological variance is critical (Carpenter and
Brock 2006). One scaling approach to understanding variance,
arising principally from the study of population dynamics, is
known as Taylor’s power law (Taylor 1961), which describes
the scaling relationship between mean abundance (m) and its
temporal (or spatial) variance (v) across populations: v =
amb. The value of the exponent is of particular interest, be-
cause when b < 2, relative variability (as indexed by the co-
efficient of variation) decreases with increasing mean;
conversely, when b > 2, it increases. Across a wide variety of
animal and plant taxa, mean-variance scaling exponents gen-
erally range between approximately 1 and 2 (Taylor 1961,
Maurer and Taper 2002, Kerkhoff and Ballantyne 2003).
Thus, mean-variance scaling relationships are interesting
(and may be useful) because they provide a macroscopic
summary of complex demographic processes that vary in
space and time (Maurer and Taper 2002).

Understanding how variability in environmental drivers in-
fluences that of ecosystem structure and function is a criti-
cal challenge for global change research and ecological science
in general. In this context, mean-variance scaling may be of
interest well beyond the domain of population biology. Other

ecological time series (e.g., productivity, species richness)
may also exhibit scaling properties (Cottingham et al. 2001),
as do many abiotic environmental drivers (e.g., precipitation;
Knapp and Smith 2001, Davidowitz 2002). Mean-variance
scaling relationships can be decomposed into individual 
variance and covariance components. For example, using a
dynamical seed-output model (Satake and Iwasa 2000), Kerk-
hoff and Ballantyne (2003) showed that the mean-variance
scaling exponent for seed output in a large collection of
Northern Hemisphere tree species is determined by the rel-
ative values of the energetic cost of individual reproduction,
which determines the variance in seed output of an individ-
ual tree, and by the degree of pollen limitation, which deter-
mines the reproductive covariance among trees in a stand.
These insights suggest that if mean-variance scaling applies
to the dynamics of ecosystem function, the parameters of the
scaling relationship may be useful in diagnosing the relative
importance of variance in the individual components of the
system and the covariance among those components (Cotting-
ham et al. 2001). Such knowledge is essential for any gener-
alized understanding of the dynamical organization (and
reorganization) of ecological systems (Carpenter and Brock
2006).

Many of the ecological scaling relationships we have dis-
cussed, from community size distributions to the scaling of
population seed output, appear relatively insensitive to the di-
versity and taxonomic composition of the systems described.
On the surface, it appears that ecological scaling may have lit-
tle to say about the role of individual species in ecosystems.
On the contrary, we argue that the generality of many scal-
ing relationships provides an indispensable baseline for de-
termining what is possible and predictable in ecological
systems, and what apparently is not. Many scaling relation-
ships demonstrate that the state space available to an ecosys-
tem is highly constrained, relative to all permissible parameter
values (see figure 1).

In plant communities, these regularities are the basis for 
several classification schemes that relate the traits of plant
species to ecosystem organization and function (Grime 1979,
Westoby 1998, Lavorel and Garnier 2002), and an explicit con-
sideration of scaling may be very helpful in this area of re-
search. In general, the traits that define functional diversity
are chosen because they are easily measurable (making a
classification scheme operational) and because of the infor-
mative scaling relationships that they share with many other
plant traits (Wright et al. 2004). Communities can thus be con-
sidered combinations of traits, which are functionally infor-
mative and amenable to quantitative analysis, rather than
combinations of species, which (as lists of names) are not
(Westoby and Wright 2006). As such, the functional diversity
of plant communities provides a quantitative basis for in-
vestigating community assembly and the link between com-
position and ecosystem function. The links between functional
classification schemes and the scaling of plant community size
structure are self-evident in the allometric relationships be-
tween plant size and many aspects of plant life history and
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ecology (Niklas 1994). Further integration between allomet-
ric scaling and other approaches based on functional traits
could prove useful for integrating the ecology of plant species
and ecosystem processes (Diaz et al. 2004, Westoby and
Wright 2006). In particular, examining how distributions of
functional traits change across different strata or size classes
within communities may provide important insights into
community assembly and resilience (Weiher et al. 1998,
Walker et al. 1999, Allen et al. 2005).

Conclusions
We have outlined what we believe to be the most important
implications of scaling approaches for the study of resilience
and reorganization in ecological systems. The regularities
embodied by both empirically documented and theoreti-
cally derived scaling properties provide important baselines
for understanding resilience and change in ecological systems.
In the context of adaptive management, such baselines can be
used to generate hypotheses and derive surrogate parameter
estimates in the absence of more specific data. Further, eco-
logical scaling relationships, which often (but not always)
take the form of power laws, may describe attractors for, or
constraints on, the structure and dynamics of ecosystems.
Deviations from scaling relationships may be the signature of
specific structuring processes or may indicate the transient re-
organization of the system. Although we have focused on the
scaling properties of human populations and forest com-
munities, the concepts and research opportunities described
here should apply to ecosystems more generally.

Most recent ecological scaling studies have focused largely
on the documentation and explanation of generalized patterns
across broad taxonomic and biogeographic domains. Here we
argue that the time has also come to demonstrate the utility
of these patterns for understanding and managing ecologi-
cal systems, including those affected by humans. This path is
not uncharted (Peters 1980, Calder 2000), but it has, of late,
been the road less traveled. Scaling has been heralded as one
of the major problems of ecology for more than a decade
(Levin 1992). We argue that it also presents some of the most
powerful scientific tools available to ecologists as they face
problems that are unprecedented in both their scope and
their stakes.
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